
Meeting and Sign-in (1 min)

1. **Conversation with the interlocutor on a general English topic (assessed)**
   - ex: Do you go to the gym often? How recently? What sport do you like (do)?
   - (2 min)

2. **Monologue (assessed)**
   - Answer the question from the topic card without interlocutor assistance
   - (2 min)

3. **Picture Description with Follow-Up (assessed)**
   - Describe the picture and answer the follow-up question on the topic after the picture
   - (4 min)

---

Sample Card 1

**Monologue Question**
You can take anyone on a trip to your hometown or country. Who would you take and why? Describe your trip.

**Picture Description**
Describe the photo.

Describe environmental pollution in your country. What should be done to protect the environment? What do you do?